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WEAKLY COMPACT FUNCTIONS

V.P.Singh, G.LChae and R.Pooniwala

1. Introduction
Throughout this note, spaces always mean topological spaces unless 

explicitly stated and we will denote a function f from a space X into 
Y by / : X -)匕 the graph of / by Gy, the closure of U by cl(U) and 
the set V containing x by Vx, For definitions and terminologies not 
explained, we will refer to [1,3,6].

A function f : X Y is said to be compact [7] if for each closed 
and compact set K CY^ 广」(K) is closed and compact in X; to be C- 
continuous [31 if for each_openset V C Y having compact compl母理nt, 
/-1(V) is open in X; to have closed graph [티 (resp. strongly closed 
graph [6]) if for each pair (x, y) € X x 匕 y there exist open
sets Ux and Vy such that /(C/x)I； = 0 (resp. f(Ur)시(的) =

In this note a new concept of a function called weakly compact is 
defined and investigate relationships between weakly compact func
tions, graph functions, known functions and the Co-compact space 
introduced in this note. We will know the fact (Confer to Theorem 
2) that most (or more) of results in [이 will be obtained from weakly 
compactness.

2. W-conipact functions and Co-compact spaces

Definition 1. A fuction f : X Y is said to be weakly compact 
(briefly W-compact) if for each closed and compact set K of Y,广(K) 
is closed in X.

Every continuous function is W-compact but its converse need not 
be true. For example, the identity I : (R)기) t (R」D) is W-compact 
(even compact) but not continuous where U and T> are respectively the 
usual and discrete spaces of real numbers. It is interesting to note that 
weakly compact functions are C~continuous and vice-versa.
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THEOREM 2. f : X Y is W-compact if and only if f is C- 
continuous.

Proof. Let f be C~continuous and K a closed compact subset of Y. 
Then F \ K is open with compact complement. Thus f~x(Y \ K) = 
X \ 广」(K) is open, i.e., /-1(7k) is closed in X and hence f is W- 
compact. Conversely, let f be W-compact and V an open set of Y 
having compact complement. Then /-1(y\V) = X\f~1(V) is closed, 
i.e.,广"(V) is open. Thus f is C-continuous.

THEOREM 3. If f : X Y has the closed graph, then f is W- 
compact.

The proof follows directly from [4, Proposition 9, p.200] stating that 
for any compact subset K CY^ ) is closed in X whenever f has 
its graph closed. However, the converse of Theorem 3 need not be true 
as shown by the below example.

EXAMPLE 4. LetX be an rnfiirite set with cofinite top。蜘y. Then 
the identity I on X is W-compact but its graph is not closed.

THEOREM 5. Let X be regular and Y compact Hausdorff. If f : 
X Y is W-compact, then Gf is strongly closed and thus closed.

Proof. Let (x,?/)丰 Gf. Then y 尹 /(x). Since Y is HausdorfF, 
there are open sets Oy and (费)such that Oy fl Wy(x)= 0. Since 
Y is compact HausdorfF and y G Oyy there is an open set Vy such 
that y E Vy C. cl(Vy) C Oy. Since cl{Vy) is closed compact (for Y is 
compact) and f is W-compact, /-1(cZ(T^)) is a closed set of X not 
containing x. By regularity of X, there is an open set Ux such that 
/-1(cZ(V^)) A cl(Ux) = 0. Hence we have f(Ux) A cl(Vy) = 0.

THEOREM 6・ Let X be regular and Y be Ti，If f : X Y is closed 
and W-compact, then f has closed graph.

Proof. For any pair (x,y)牢 G、i.e., x 丰厂'S (or y + /(a：)), 
is a closed set not containing x since / is W-compact and Y is 

71. Since X is regular, there is an open sets Ux such that /~1(y)DcZ(i7x) 
=0, i.e., /-1(?/) G X \ cl(U〉Since f is closed, from [2, Theorem 
11.2, p.86] there exists an open set Vy such that 厂'(饥 C C
X \ cl(Ux). So Cl f(Ux) = 0. So / has a closed graph.

Composition of W-compact functions need not be W-compact. Let 
X, Y and Z be cofinite, discrete and usual spaces of real numbers 
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respectively. Then 匕 o & is not W-compact for identities Ii : X Y 
and I2 ： y —> Z even though and Z2 are W-compact. Relationships 
between W-compact functions and its graph functions are shown.

THEO요EM 7, If f : X Y is continuous and g : Y Z is W- 
compact, then g o f is W-compact.

The proof is obvious and is thus omitted. It is easy to prove that 
g o f is W-compact if Y is a compact space where f : X Y and 
g :Y Z are W-compact functions.

Theorem 8. Let f : X Y be W~compa,ct. Then Gf : X XxY 
where = ((a:, /(a^)) : x G X} is W-compact.

Proof. By Theorem 2, it suffices to show that for any open setUxV 
in X xY having compact complement, G-1(U x V) is open in X. Let 
K = X x Y \ (U x V) = K = (X \ U) x Y U X x (Y \ V). Since 
X x (y \ V) is compact for it is a closed subset of the compact set K 
and so Py{X x (F \ V)) = F \ V is compact where Py is the projector! 
on Y. Since f is W-compact and hence J-1(V) is open, Gj'(U X V) 
=U Cl is open in X. Thus Gy is W-compact.

The converse of Theorem 8 need not be true. In the case that X is 
compact we have the following stronger result.

Theorem 9. Let X be a compact space Then f : X Y is 
W-compcat whenever Gf is W-compact.

Proof. Let V be an open set of Y having compact complement. Then 
it is enough to show that /-1(V) is open in X. Consider X xY\(X x V) 
=X〉c (F \ U) is compact, for X and Y \ V are compact. Since Gy is 
W-compact, G,'(X x V) = is open in X.

THEOREM 10. Let X be normal and Y be Ti， If f : X Y is 
surjective and W-compact, then Y is 7切

Proof. Let x^y E Y^x y. Then {/},{；} are closed and compact 
subsets of Y and thus /-1(y) are closed in X. By normality
of X there are disjoint open sets Ui and U^. Since f is closed, from 
[2, Theorem 11.2, p. 86] there are Vx and Vy such that C
广T(咯)C U\ and/—1(g) C 厂1(%) C U2. Since U^U2 = 0,厂頌1 
Vy) = 0. T4 Pl Vy = 0. Y is a T2 space.
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DEFINITION 11. A space X is said to be Co-compact if for each 
x E X and each open set Ux (containing x), there exists an open set Vx 
such that x E Vx C Ux and X \ VX consists of finite number of closed 
compact subsets of X.

EXAMPLE 12. Finite spaces, indiscrete spaces and an infinite space 
with cofinite topology are some of the examples of Co-compact spaces 
even though the usual space of real numbers is not Co-compact.

Theorem 13. If f ： X —» y is W-compact 히if Y is a Co-comp^ct 
space, then f is continuous.

Proof. Let 工 C X、y = f(z) and V be any open neighborhood of y. 
Since Y is Co-compact, there is an open set Vy such that y E Vy G 
V and Y \Vy consists of finite number of closed compact sets, say

G> C3, •…Since each Ck is closed and compact, each 厂'(CQ 
is 시osed by W-compactness of /. Let C =1理=J—'(功). Then C is 
closed hi X and W = X \ C is an open set contcrinnig x suchfhat 
W = LW)\尸侦=户)=厂1(丫\(丫\*))=尸㈤ c 厂s 
So f(W) C V, Hence f is continuous.
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